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Abstract
Proton conductor solid electrolytes CsH2PO4 and In-doped tin pyrophosphate have been
investigated as candidates to fill a gap of suitable electrolytes for fuel cells at the intermediate
temperature range due their unusually high conductivities between 200 and 300 °C. Unfortunately,
in the case of CsH2PO4, complicated experimental conditions, like a humidified environment, or
high pressure, are needed to preserve the sought high conducting phase.
In the first stage of this work, X-ray diffraction on CsH2PO4 samples performed in air, and
under normal conditions of humidity and pressure, evidence of the cubic phase of CsH2PO4 was
observed during short intervals of temperature and time, starting at 215 °C and disappearing
completely at 265 °C into a dehydrated phase. An AC impedance spectroscopy experimental setup
has been assembled and data has been successfully collected on undoped, and doped CsH 2PO4
samples to investigate the effects of chemical and environmental modifications. Measurements
performed in the temperature range 200 – 260 °C, and using the frequency range 1 – 6 MHz,
showed that the high conducting phase of undoped CsH2PO4 was present for a very short interval
of temperature. Additionally, these measurements showed that nano-silica-doped CsH2PO4, and
CsH2PO4 under a humidified environment achieve the highest values of conductivity, above 10-2
S cm-1 among the samples tested.
In the second stage of this investigation, AC impedance spectroscopy measurements were
successfully performed on CsH2PO4 samples in air, at temperatures from 200 – 260 °C, and in the
frequency range 1 – 6 MHz, inside a hermetically sealed stainless-steel chamber, which was
designed and assembled in-house. Results showed that the highly conducting phase of CsH2PO4
was achieved at temperatures measured above 230 °C, reaching conductivity values up to 1.7 x102

S cm-1, and remaining stable for over 40 hours. Consequent X-ray diffraction analysis of such

samples showed that a monoclinic structure, characteristic of room temperature CsH2PO4, was the
only phase present even after the samples had been heated for over 40 hours at a temperature of
250 °C. By using this novel contraption, this has been the first time that undoped CsH2PO4 has
vi

achieved its high conductivity phase and maintained a stable conductivity for a significant amount
of time in air, without the use of a humidified environment, and without high pressure in an AC
impedance spectroscopy study.
Finally, in-house and synchrotron X-ray diffraction studies performed in the Sn1-xInxP2O7
series showed the cubic structure characteristic of the undoped compound at room temperature
remains present up to temperatures of 250 °C. Sn0.9In0.1P2O7, which is known to have the highest
conductivity of the compound series, presented an increased unit cell as compared to the rest of
the series when measured in air. However, the increased unit cell was not observed when measured
under vacuum or an inert gas. Doping did not produce any major distortions on the P2O7 tetrahedra.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

FUEL CELLS
Fuel cells are devices that convert chemical energy into electrical energy. They work in a

similar way to a battery. In a battery, two metal electrodes are dissolved into ions by acid. The
difference in the electronegativity between the two metals creates a tug-of-war in which one metal
wins and pulls electrons from the other, and the acid electrolyte transports the ions, while the
electrons can do work for us through a wire. In a fuel cell (Illustration 1.1), a fuel, such as
hydrogen, is separated into ions and electrons by a catalyst at the anode; the electrons travel
through an external path, while the ions are transported to the cathode by the electrolyte, where
they are combined with oxygen and the electrons to form water and heat. A battery runs down as
the electrodes get dissolved, and so it has a limited life. An ideal fuel cell could work indefinitely
provided that fuel and oxidizer are supplied.

Illustration 1.1: Basic diagram of a fuel cell.
1

1.1.1 Types of Fuel Cells
Fuel cells are categorized according to the electrolyte they use. They have different
temperatures and efficiencies. Table 1.1 shows a summary of the different types of fuel cells and
their basic characteristics.
Table 1.1: Types of fuel cells.

Phosphoric acid fuel cells have electrodes made of dispersed platinum as the catalyst on a
silicon carbide structure, with a liquid phosphoric acid electrolyte. Operate at around 180 °C. And
can achieve 80 % efficiency [1]. They are used in stationary power generators in many commercial
premises, also starting to be used in buses. Most megawatt capacity fuel cell power plants use
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC), as do large combined heat and power plants (CHP) and
combined cooling and power (CCP) plants. Alkaline fuel cells were one of the first fuel cell types
developed and were used by NASA to produce both water and electricity aboard spacecraft. They
operate around 70 °C and due to the low temperature use non-precious metals catalysts like nickel.
High rate of chemical reaction yields high efficiencies up to 60%. Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC)
operate at very high temperatures, from 800 to 1000 °C. They are efficient, can use coal gas fuel,
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and have improved reaction kinetics, eliminating the need for a metal catalyst. Some of the
disadvantages of SOFCs are that they take longer to start and must be constructed of heat resistant
materials and shielded to prevent heat loss. The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
uses a water-based polymer membrane as electrolyte, and hydrogen as its fuel, platinum based
electrodes. Its operating temperature is below 100 °C due to the need for complex water
management systems. They are the current leading technology in light vehicle applications. High
temperature PEM fuel cells work in a similar way, but use a mineral acid based electrolyte which
allows them to work at temperatures up to 200 °C. Direct methanol fuel cells have been developed
since recently (1990). They use a polymer membrane as the electrolyte, and a platinum-ruthenium
catalyst allows them to draw the hydrogen from liquid methanol, eliminating fuel reforming.
Operating temperatures go from 60 to 130° C. They are used in low power requirement
applications. There is, however, a lack of fuel cell systems that can work at temperatures between
200 and 600 °C. This is known as the intermediate temperature range.
1.1.2 Why intermediate temperature fuel cells?
Fuel cells that can work at these intermediate temperatures would have the following
advantages:
1. Both the water in the fuel cell stack and fuel processors would be vapor, which makes
integration of the fuel cell system easier.
2. At temperatures higher than 200 °C, the process of producing water vapor at the cathode
is thermodynamically favorable.
3. The heat produced by the fuel cell at higher temperatures is more useful, increasing
efficiency.
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4. Enhanced electrode kinetics and catalysis also opens the possibility of using non-noble
metal catalysts, reducing the production costs.
5. Fuel cells of this temperature range can be used with biofuels which can be directly
oxidized via a reformer, like steam.
6. Compared to solid oxide fuel cells which operate from 800-1000 °C, intermediate
temperature fuel cells can be constructed with a wider variety of materials, which can
make them compact and easy to handle.
Due to these reasons, there is a need in developing intermediate temperature fuel cells.
1.2

INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE PROTON CONDUCTORS
For intermediate temperature fuel cells, proton conductor electrolytes are the best

candidates. Other types of conductors require high temperatures like in MCFC or SOFC. There
are many proton-conducting materials that work at different temperatures from room temperature
to 800 °C, as it can be seen in Illustration 1.2 [2, 3]. Materials in the low temperature range
require a humid environment because proton conduction depends on water, which acts as a
bridge between sulfonic groups as in the case of Nafion and polymer membranes, and have very
high production costs. Polybenzimidazole uses phosphoric acid and can work at temperatures up
to 180 °C. And materials that require higher temperatures, ceramic oxides like barium cerate and
barium zirconate, which depend on defects mechanisms to conduct protons, since there no
protons in their structure, work at temperatures above 600 °C. So, there is a gap in proton
conductor materials that can achieve a good conductivity at intermediate temperatures. Two
candidates to do this are solid acids, and metal pyrophosphates.

4

Illustration 1.2: Gap in proton conductors in the intermediate temperature range [3].
1.3

SOLID ACIDS
Solid acids consist of metal cations that are hydrogen-bonded to, usually tetrahedral,

oxyanions and can be expressed with the general formula: MxHy(AO4)z, where M can be a
monovalent alkali metal or ammonium; A can be one of the non-metals S, Se, P, or As. Solid acids
have been researched as possible fuel cell electrolytes ever since the Russian Baranov et. al. [4]
found that CsHSO4 and CsHSeO4 exhibit a surprising conductivity behavior upon heating. In such
study, CsHSO4 is reported to undergo a change in conductivity from about 10-6 to 10-2 S cm-1, in
5

a very narrow temperature range around 141 °C. This high conductive phase after a four-order-ofmagnitude jump in conductivity was given the label “superionic state”, and it was first plotted in
an Arrhenius-type plot of conductivity as illustrated by Illustration 1.3 [4].

Illustration 1.3: Arrhenius-type conductivity plot of first reported superionic behavior [4].
Sulfates and selenates, which exhibit good proton conductivity at temperatures from 120
to 300 °C were some of the first compounds to be tested as electrolytes in actual fuel cells,
however, it was found that their performance as fuel cell electrolytes decreases because sulfates
and selenates reduce and decompose in the presence of hydrogen, producing a poisonous
environment (H2S) for the expensive catalyst [5].

6

1.4

PHOSPHATES AND CSH2PO4 AS A PROTON CONDUCTOR
Phosphates also exhibit superprotonic behavior and do not suffer reduction in the presence

of hydrogen. This transition, more commonly known as “superprotonic”, is also observed in CDP
and it reaches one of the highest conductivities in this family of compounds as its conductivity
increases from 8.5×10-6 S cm-1 at 223 °C to 1.8×10-2 S cm-1 at 254 °C according to [6, 7], and to
perform well as a fuel cell electrolyte at a temperature of about 250 °C [8].
However, CDP loses chemical stability at about the same temperature at which its
conductivity increases. Under ambient conditions of humidity and pressure, CDP dehydrates and
its conductivity decreases. It has been reported [8, 9] that to reach and to stabilize this high
conducting phase in CDP it is necessary to keep the samples under a certain amount of
humidification and at temperatures not much higher (~250 °C) than the superprotonic transition
temperature, which is approximately 231 °C [7, 11]. This narrow temperature range and the
requirement of the presence of water vapor clearly presents a challenge in trying to develop proton
exchange membrane fuel cell systems that operate with the solid acid salt CDP.
What causes the superprotonic conductivity in CDP? Researchers have been debating over
the last 20 years or so about the reason of the superprotonic behavior in CDP. While some
researchers argue that the decomposition/dehydration is the reason for its high conductivity [11,
12], other claim that a structural transformation is responsible for the enhancement in conductivity.
Ever since Baranov et al. [10] investigated the conductivity of CDP at low to intermediate
temperatures and found the superionic behavior (reported at 230 °C), there have been several
studies aimed at finding out the mechanism through which the change in proton conductivity
occurs. There have been two possible explanations given by research groups in this dispute to
uncover the mechanism responsible for this sudden enhancement in conductivity. Some research
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groups, including Lee et al. [11], Ortiz et al. [12], and Park et al. [13], argue that the highconducting behavior in CDP is due to a dehydration process starting at the surface of the crystals.
Ortiz et al. [12] particularly elaborate on explaining the details of the increase in conductivity
saying it is due to water released in the bulk of the samples, and microcracks in it consequently
influence its conductivity. According to TGA and DSC studies presented in the same study, this
occurs in two dehydration steps, 149 °C and 230 °C, which is associated with the conductivity
behavior of CDP. The chemical dehydration process starting at the surface of the crystal is said to
occur at 149 °C, to have the chemical formula
2CsH2PO4 → Cs2H2P2O7 + H2O
and to create a dimer layer under which water responsible for the high conduction is released. At
230 °C a second strong process of dehydration releases more water under the dimer layer, and the
authors point out that the values of conductivity reached are of the same order as those of melted
CDP [10]. Another research group that has reported evidence of dehydration of CDP is Taninouchi
et al. [9, 14]. They also found CDP to undergo a chemical transformation into Cs2H2P2O7, but add
that this pyrophosphate phase is only a transitional into the final dehydrated compound CsPO3
through the pathway
CsH2PO4 → Cs2H2P2O7 → CsPO3.
This agrees with an early publication (1955) on the thermal decomposition of alkali metal
hydrogen phosphates written by Osterheld and Markowitz [15], where they report that CDP
transforms completely into Cs2H2P2O7 when heated to 250 °C, and into CsPO3 when heated for
longer periods of time above that temperature.
Other research groups attribute the superprotonic conductivity of CDP to a structural
transformation from a monoclinic structure into a cubic one. As a preliminary attempt to find
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evidence of a structural phase transition thought to be responsible for the superprotonic behavior,
Boysen et al. [16] subjected CDP samples to high pressure (~1GPa), found that they exhibit the
jump in protonic conductivity at around 260 °C (Illustration 1.4), achieving values around 3.5 x102

S cm-1 and staying stable up to 375 °C, and suggested that the high pressure inhibits the

dehydration of the sample. X-ray diffraction studies by different researchers, including Yamada
[17], Brownoska et al. [18], Boysen et al. [16], and Preisinger et al. [19], found that a stable
transition of crystal structure from a monoclinic structure with space group P21/m into the cubic
structure with space group Pm-3m does happen in CDP at a temperature around 231 °C.

Illustration 1.4: Superprotonic transition of CDP using high pressure during AC impedance
spectroscopy experiments [16].
Later, further evidence of the so-called superprotonic cubic phase in CDP and its stability
was given by X-ray synchrotron experiments performed by Botez et al. [20]. In this study, they
showed first that under ambient pressure, and taking advantage of the fast data acquisition
capability due to the high intensity radiation of the synchrotron source, a polymorphic phase
9

transition was present and indexed to a cubic phase. This cubic phase was short-lived; after only
14 minutes well-defined reflections from Cs2H2P2O7 are present in the XRD pattern, and after a
couple of hours the data showed a mixture of phases and could not be assigned completely to cubic
or to the decomposed phase. On a second experiment of the same study (Illustration 1.5), an
absence of dehydration products was observed when the sample was kept under high-temperature
and high-pressure, and the diffraction pattern emanating from a structural phase change that was
complete and stable at 237 °C was indexed to a cubic phase with lattice parameter a=4.9615 Å and
with space group Pm-3m, proving the existence of such a debated cubic phase.

Illustration 1.5: Observation of the cubic superprotonic phase of CDP in XRD experiments
performed under high pressure. The tick marks represent the cubic phase peak positions [20].
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Moreover, research done with quasi-elastic scattering (QENS), pulse field gradient nuclear
magnetic resonance (PFG-NMR) and 1H NMR spin-lattice by Ishikawa et al. [21] found two
different diffusion mechanisms for protons in CDP samples that had been sealed under vacuum in
a quartz tube. The values reported were of 2.7 Å for translational motion between adjacent protons,
and of 0.8 Å for librational motion of protons between PO4 tetrahedra, and describe these motions
using a cubic lattice in agreement with the research groups stated in this paragraph (Illustration
1.6).

Illustration 1.6: Proton diffusion mechanism in cubic CsH2PO4 [21].
Regarding the stability of the high-conducting phase of CDP, some authors (Bronowska
[18], Boysen et al. [8]) claim that to observe and utilize such phase it is necessary to apply
sufficient humidity to prevent dehydration above the transition temperature. Brownoska [18]
observed that CDP has a crystal phase transition from a monoclinic structure to a “super-protonic”
cubic phase at approximately 230°C. According to Otomo [22, 23], and Boysen [8], such a high11

conducting phase is stable by maintaining an atmosphere of 30 mol% water vapor in Ar.
Taninouchi et al. [9, 14] observed that below 265 °C and below water partial pressures of 0.22
atm, CDP transforms directly into the solid compound CsPO3, and using higher water vapor partial
pressures and intermediate temperatures CDP transforms into a liquid product with chemical
formula CsH2(1−x)PO(4−x). In a study done by Boysen et al. [16], they demonstrate that a highly
conductive phase of CDP can be observed under ambient pressure, above the Tsp, and that its brief
duration makes it impossible to make accurate measurements of its electrical properties; but then
report that the superprotonic phase of CDP can be observed under ambient pressure only in large
single crystals, and not for small single crystals or polycrystalline samples. On the other hand,
subjecting the sample to high pressure (~1 GPa) does allow the superprotonic behavior to appear
in small crystals samples.
1.4.1 CsH2PO4 Composites
The temperature range at which CDP has been observed to behave as a superionic
conductor is very narrow, from 230 to about 250 °C [16]. This represents a challenge that
researchers have attempted to tackle by applying different modifications to the experimental
conditions, including heterogeneous doping of the solid acid.
Although there have been many dopant materials, including inorganic oxides [3, 24, 25,
26], metal phosphates [27], and heteropolyacids [28], one of the most interesting discoveries were
done by Matsui et al. [29] when they heterogeneously doped CDP with SiP2O7 and achieved a very
high conductivity with values up to 4.4 x10-2 S cm-1. This result was explained by the formation
of the compound CsH5(PO4)2 when CDP is mixed with the pyrophosphate and heat-treated. The
melting temperature of CsH5(PO4)2 was found to be about 150 °C which made a pseudo liquid
layer at the grain boundaries of the samples.
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Another dopant compound that has been studied extensively is SiO2. Ikeda [30] used silica
particles as an additive to CDP to accelerate its dehydration kinetics, they confirmed that the
dehydration of CDP into the liquid phase CsH2(1−x)PO(4−x) is reversible, as well as the reversibility
of CsPO3 into CDP, and that these processes depend on temperature, water partial pressure and
morphology of the metaphosphate. The triple point where these three phases coexist was found
and has values of p(H2O) = 0.35 ± 0.2 atm and T=267.5 ± 1.0 °C. Ponomareva’s results [31] disagree
with Otomo’s [22] as they found the high temperature conductivity of 50% CDP/50% SiO2 mixture
to be 1.5 – 2 orders of magnitude lower than Otomo’s. They [31] experimented also with different
specific surface areas of the silica additive and by modifying silica by treating it with acid prior to
mixing. It was discovered that mixtures utilizing silica of smaller specific surface area produced
the highest conductivity. The phosphoric acid-modified silica increased the low temperature
conductivity and reduced the phase transition gap (Illustration 1.7). In addition, the mixing of CDP
with oxides improves the mechanical strength and structural integrity of the pellets in temperatures
above the transition temperature. Another method for improving CDP composites was attempted
by Lavrova et al. [26], when by combining CDP with SrZrO3, the electrolyte’s low-temperature
increased conductivity by three orders of magnitude.
Doping CDP with nano-particle silica has shown to widen the temperature range of the
high-conducting phase [25]; the silica produces a super-cooling effect in the conductivity
hysteresis, and is proportionate to the amount of silica (Illustration 1.8).
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Illustration 1.7: The LT conductivity increases and the superprotonic gap is reduced with the
addition of silica treated with H3PO4. Silica contents are x=0.0 (1); x=0.3 (2); x=0.5 (3); x=0.7
(4) [31].
Ionic conductivity depends on the microscopic interconnection between the salt and oxide
particles, and asymmetric features like pores and cracks reduce the conductivity in these materials
[24]. Baranov et al. [24] have experimented with porous alumina monoliths that have been
sintered; it was found that the conductivity of the super-protonic phase on heating and cooling
coincides, which suggests better thermal stability of these compounds when compared to the
powder samples. It has also been suggested that the metastable superprotonic phase, as in the case
of Illustration 1.8, is retained by means of shear elastic forces caused by the silica additives [25].
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Illustration 1.8: Supercooling effect and decrease in the conductivity jump with increasing silica
content. (a) is neat CDP and (h) has 60 vol.% of silica [25].
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Moreover, Raman spectroscopy studies of CDP under a sealed glass cell have found a linebroadening attributed to the orientational disorder of the H2PO4- ion during the cubic superprotonic
phase, which “induces a disordering of the hydrogen bond network to facilitate proton transfer”
[32].
1.5

PROTON CONDUCTOR SNP2O7 DOPED WITH IN
Pyrophosphates, such as MP2O7 (M=Si, Zr, Ti, Sn), represent a viable alternative as these

compounds do not have any chemical stability issues at intermediate temperatures and a high
proton conductivity (>10-2 S cm-1) has recently been observed in SnP2O7 [33-35]. Moreover, it was
found that doping with trivalent cations such as In+3, Sc+3, Sb+3and Al+3 can be used to control the
proton conductivity of these pyrophosphates, which was observed to depend on the dopant type,
dopant concentration x, and temperature T for the mixed systems MxSn1-xP2O7 (M=In, Sc, Sb, Al)
[36-39]. Particularly interesting is the case of indium doping, i.e. the InxSn1-xP2O7 series, for which
previous investigations [35] have shown that the proton conductivity of Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 is four times
greater than that of the undoped compound, SnP2O7, at a temperature range from about 100 to 300
°C (Illustration 1.9). Yet, the crystal structure and micro-dynamics features responsible for the
proton conductivity enhancement at a specific cation-doping value remain largely unknown.
Understanding (and eventually controlling) such microscopic details is of significant importance,
as it might eventually enable the rational design of highly efficient proton conductors for
intermediate temperature fuel cell applications.
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Illustration 1.9: Conductivity of the InxSn1-xP2O7 series against temperature under unhumidified
air [35].
1.6

SCOPE OF THE DISSERTATION
The main objectives of this work are to develop an impedance spectroscopy experimental

setup that allows us to measure the electrical and ionic conductivity of various materials, in
particular solid acid proton conductors, to characterize the superprotonic phase of CDP using
Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) and X-ray diffraction, to investigate how different factors,
environmental and chemical, affect the conductivity of CDP and its stability, and to attempt to
stabilize the superprotonic behavior of CDP under ambient humidity and pressure.
In addition, we investigated the effect of doping SnP2O7 with In, which has shown to make
the compound a better conductor at temperatures around 250 °C, on its structure, in particular, the
changes in its lattice parameters under various ambient conditions.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background
2.1

THE NEED FOR AC IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY
The US Department of Energy has set clear specifications of technical targets that fuel cells

have to meet to be commercially viable. For example, fuel cell light vehicles operating on
hydrogen should have a lifetime of 5000 h by 2020, and the current status reported in 2015 is a
durability of 3900 h; the cost is also well below the target. For stationary combined power and heat
fuel cell systems the target for 2020 is 60,000 h of operating lifetime and the current lifetime is as
low as 12,000 h; some systems reach high operating lifetimes but at a high cost. There are
substantial gaps between the DOE targets and the current technology (Illustration 2.1) [40].

Illustration 2.1: Fuel cell light vehicle target for the year 2020 specified by the DOE compared to
the current technologies (purple line) [40].
In order to improve all aspects of fuel cell performance it is necessary to understand the
electrochemical processes that occur in all of its components. Electrochemical Impedance
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Spectroscopy (EIS), a method popular in battery, corrosion, and electrolytic cells research has
become for more than a decade the primary tool in PEM fuel cell research [41]. EIS AC
Impedance, or just IS, Impedance Spectroscopy, is capable of distinguishing between different
processes, like grain boundary conduction, bulk conduction, electrode polarization, mass and
charge transport in catalysis, and additional processes like adsorption, and others. There are
various modes of performing and analyzing Impedance Spectroscopy. Some are frequency domain
AC impedance measurement, time domain AC impedance, galvanostatic mode, potentiostatic
mode. We use the most common technique in our field of research, frequency-domain AC
impedance spectroscopy.
2.2

AC IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY
AC Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) is a measure of the impedance response of a material at

different frequencies. To get a general idea of how IS is used to study electrochemical systems, let
us look at the behavior of a couple electrical components. Consider a capacitor (Illustration 2.2):
When connected to an AC voltage source, the capacitor is first uncharged; at first the voltage
increases quickly and the current through the capacitor is large; when the voltage reaches a
maximum, the capacitor is fully charged and the current is zero. After b the voltage starts dropping
so the charge stored in the capacitor has to decrease, creating a current in the opposite direction,
and so on and so forth.
Impedance is voltage over current, and since there is a phase difference between the signals,
impedance can be plotted as a vector (Illustration 2.3). Its magnitude is the frequency dependent
voltage over the frequency dependent current (Equation 2.1), and its angle is the phase difference
between the voltage and current signals. In the case of the capacitor, the angle is 90 degrees.
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Illustration 2.2: Behavior of a capacitor when connected to an AC voltage source.

Illustration 2.3: Impedance response of an electrical (capacitive) element plotted in polar form.

𝑉

𝑉 sin 𝜔𝑡

|𝑍| = | | = | 0
|
𝐼
𝐼 sin 𝜔𝑡

(2.1)

0

It can also be expressed as an imaginary number where the real part is the real resistance,
and the imaginary part is the reactance (Equation 2.2).
𝑍𝑒𝑞 = 𝑅𝑒𝑞 + 𝑗𝑋𝑒𝑞 = |𝑍|𝑒 𝑗𝜃

(2.2)
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In the case of an ideal resistor, which is not sensitive to frequency, its impedance at
different frequencies plotted on an impedance plot would look like a single point on the real
resistance axis at a value equal to R (Illustration 2.4). For an RC circuit in parallel, at low
frequencies, charge travels only through the resistor which dominates its impedance, marking a
point here in the real axis, but as the frequency increases, charge starts to flow more through the
capacitor and less through the resistor, increasing the reactance, until at high frequencies, charge
stops flowing through the resistor, and the capacitor dominates the impedance completely, and so
this creates semicircle in an impedance plot.

Illustration 2.4: Impedance behavior of an RC circuit in parallel as frequency increases.
When the negative reactance is plotted in the upward direction, this plot is called a Nyquist
plot, which we use to present our impedance data.
2.2.1 Data Interpretation
Materials with electrochemical properties like electrolytes, which we study, conduct
charges, and polarize under an AC voltage and so they form semicircles in impedance plots, which
can be described as RC circuits.
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A typical impedance spectrum of an electrolyte is shown in Illustration 2.5, in this case
corresponding to a Na4P2O7 sample [42]. Just like in an RC circuit, the diameter of the semicircle
corresponds to the value of the resistance, in this case the resistance of the electrochemical process.
Low frequency features are due to the accumulation of charges at the electrodes, in this case an
almost-straight line that reaches high impedances.

Illustration 2.5: Example of a typical impedance spectrum for an ionic conductor, in this case
Na4P2O7 [42].
For our purposes of extracting the resistance of the electrolyte, we extrapolate the
semicircle and its x-intercept is used as the value of the resistance (Illustration 2.6 (a)) [7]. At
temperatures above the superprotonic transition, if the conduction process is extremely fast [7, 21],
this semicircle is out of the range of frequencies, and we only observe the right part of the
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semicircle, this capacitive tail over here, and so the resistance of the sample is taken to be the xintercept of this straight line (Illustration 2.6 (b)).

Illustration 2.6: DC resistance extraction from an ionic conductor below the superprotonic
temperature transition (a) and above the superprotonic transition (b) [7].
Then we use the dimensions of the sample to calculate its conductivity using the definition
of conductivity, which is the inverse of the resistivity equal to l over RA; where l is the thickness
of the sample (Illustration 2.7), R is the resistance, and A is the surface area of the electrodes
(Equation 2.3).

Illustration 2.7: Dimensions of sample used to calculate its conductivity.
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2.3

X-RAY DIFFRACTION
In 1912 Max Von Laue, using x-rays produced by a Crooke’s tube, filtered them through

a slit to produce a fine beam, and then have it pass through a CuSO4 crystal, and at the other end
had a photographic plate exposed for several hours. After being developed in a dark room, Von
Laue got a picture (Illustration 2.8) that made him the Nobel prize in 1914 for the discovery of the
diffraction of X-rays by crystals. Von Laue was not able to explain the phenomenon, but William
Henry Bragg and his son William Lawrence Bragg thought of the geometry in crystals and,
knowing now that the X-rays are waves, came up with the condition known as Bragg’s Law
(Equation 2.4):
(2.4)

𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

Bragg’s Law implies that when light scatters off two planes, if the path difference is 1
wavelength, then the waves reinforce and you see a strong wave on the other side, if the path
difference is half a wavelength then the waves cancel each other and you don’t get a wave on the
other side (Illustration 2.8). This law is very strict, if at a certain angle the path difference is almost
an integer let’s say 1.01λ, when you get to, say, the 51st layer, this ray is half a wavelength out of
phase with the first wave and they will cancel. In the same sense, the wave 52 will cancel with the
2nd. And in crystals you have thousands of layers that cancel those non-integers of λ path
differences. So, unless the path difference is exactly an integer, there will not be coherent
interference.
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Illustration 2.8: Two incident plane waves diffracting of planes of atoms and interfering
constructively.
Bragg’s Law has been used in X-ray diffraction since then to discover the crystal structures
of materials, including big molecules like penicillin, vitamins, hemoglobin, and many others.
Nowadays with the use of synchrotrons, which have more intensity of X-rays and more resolution,
bigger proteins can be studied, and we can learn how biological molecules in our bodies interact
with one another or how to design drugs that will bind to them more effectively or even design
proteins that do not exist in nature.
2.2.1 Data interpretation
Data from a powder X-ray diffraction experiment are usually plotted in an intensity vs. 2θ
plane (Illustration 2.9) Each peak represents an intense reflection of X-rays coming from a
particular set of planes of atoms (hkl). Planes of atoms are described by the Miller indices hkl,
which are given by the reciprocal of their respective axis-intercepts of the planes. An XRD pattern
is interpreted when all of the peaks are assigned Miller indices, in a process known as indexing.
Indexing can be performed by using the interplanar spacing form of Bragg’s Law for each crystal
system (Table 2.1), by guessing hkl values for each peak and comparing to the respective sin2θ
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term. After indexing, the lattice parameters can be found from the geometry of the crystal structure
and the equations that relate the Miller indices to the unit cell dimensions. For a cubic structure,
the equations are simple and it is a simple process, but for lower-symmetry structures the number
of variables grows and this becomes a non-trivial exercise that is usually done by computer
programs. Information about the particular sample involved, like crystal structure, or the elements
in it, make the process of indexing easier.

Illustration 2.9: Example of an X-ray diffraction pattern.
To ensure the best lattice parameters calculation, profile fits, like the Le Bail fit, which take
into account unit cell parameters, reflection intensities, and the peak profile parameters are used.
In a Le Bail fit, the computer software allows the user to choose which parameters to vary in
iterative calculations until the best agreement with the data is achieved.
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Table 2.1: Interplanar spacing equations for the crystal systems.

The Rietveld method was used to refine parameters of samples with known structures,
using computer software. This method uses the least-squares method to refine user-selected
parameters to minimize the difference between observed data and a model based on the
hypothesized crystal structure and instrumental parameters.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methods
3.1

CSH2PO4 SAMPLE PREPARATION
CDP powder was prepared using Cs2CO3 (Alfa Aesar 99.9%, 20 mesh powder/granules)

and H3PO4 (Alfa Aesar 85 % aq. soln.) as precursors. The cesium carbonate was dissolved in just
enough deionized water in a beaker to achieve a clear solution and then phosphoric acid was added
to the solution in stoichiometric amounts (1 mol Cs : 2 mol P). This causes an effervescent reaction
that releases some heat and a clear solution remains. Methanol is then added to induce precipitation
of solid CDP, producing a white precipitate snow-like solid. The precipitate is washed with
methanol and transferred to a funnel lined with a paper filter which is connected from the bottom
to an Erlenmayer flask which is connected in turn to a vacuum pump and left for a couple of hours
to dry (Illustration 3.1).

Illustration 3.1: Vacuum drying method for harvesting CsH2PO4.
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3.2

IN-DOPED SNP2O7 SAMPLE PREPARATION
Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 was prepared via the oxide-acid method in which SnO2 (Aldrich, 99.99%),

In2O3 (Aldrich, 99.99% trace metal basis) and phosphoric acid (H3PO4) (Alfa Aesar 85 % aq. soln.)
were used as the precursors. The metal oxides, were first dispersed in deionized water, and then
mixed with H3PO4 in a phosphorous to metal ratio in excess of 1 mol Sn/In : 10 mol P. The mixture
did not effervesce in this case. It was poured in a clean, dry alumina crucible and heated in a
furnace to 650 °C for 5 hours and then left to cool in the furnace overnight. Initially after the
sample is cooled, the crucible has the solid product formed in a few layers one on top of the other
along the height of the crucible. Then, grinding the solids produces a white, very fine, dust-like
dry powder.
3.3

APPARATUS

3.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction

Illustration 3.2: Panalytical Empyrean X-ray diffractometer.
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All the X-ray diffraction experiments, except for the In0.1Sn0.9P2O7 measurement at 50 °C
were measured with the Panalytical Empyrean X-ray diffractometer (Illustration 3.2). The
diffractometer’s basic features are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Specifications for X-ray diffractometer used.
Panalytical Empyrean Diffractometer Specifications
Cu anode
Electron source

4 kW of power
15 – 60 kV voltage range
5 – 60 mA current range
PIXcel3D Detector

Detector

256 x 256 pixels
solid state detection
360° range w/o accessories
-111° < 2ϴ < 168° usable range

Goniometer

Smallest increment 0.0001°
25 to 900 °C
1 mbar to 10 bar
Reactor Chamber XRK-900 (Illustration )
O2, N2, inert gases
0 to 165° 2ϴ range
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The detector is capable of detecting a point, a line, or an area at the same time with its 256
by 256 pixels solid state technology. The Paar XRK 900 high-temperature reactor chamber was
used for the high temperature XRD measurements on samples under air, vacuum and inert gases.
The In0.1Sn0.9P2O7 experiments (Figure 33 and 34) were performed on the X16 C beamline
at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory. X-rays of
wavelength 0.705 Å selected by a channel-cut Si (111) monochromator were used. Samples were
placed in a glass capillary mounted in the transmission geometry on a two-circle diffractometer.
A Ge (111) analyzer crystal was used in the secondary beam. Heating was achieved using a
custom-made furnace that surrounds the capillary containing the sample.

Illustration 3.3: Reactor chamber used in high temperature X-ray diffraction experiments.
3.3.2 AC Impedance Spectroscopy
Preliminary measurements were performed on CDP pellets using an old HP 4192A
(Illustration 3.4) impedance analyzer without a sample holder. To find a suitable sample holder
that could perform all of the different measurements we wanted to make, I first learned the
fundamentals of IS and the way our impedance analyzer worked. The HP 4192A uses the auto31

Illustration 3.4: HP 4192A impedance analyzer.

Illustration 3.5: Auto-balancing bridge method of impedance measurements.
balancing bridge method to test the impedance of a sample repeatedly in an IS measurement. In
the auto-balancing bridge method, basically uses an internal circuit to keep the low potential a
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virtual ground while measuring the voltage and the current across the sample (Illustration 3.5).
And the trick in this method is that you need to connect four wires in pairs, where the high current
and high voltage need to be connected together as close to the sample (to prevent residual
impedances) as possible and the low current and low voltage need to be connected together as
close to the sample as possible, which wouldn’t be possible for a 4-point probe that we had ordered.
Such a holder should test the sample across its entire length, since this is the basis of a conductivity
measurement, as expressed in Equation 2.3.
The Probostat, from NorECs (Norway) (Illustration 3.6), is a sample holder made for
electrochemical measurements which satisfied all the requirements for the sought sample holder,
like high temperature capability, corrosion-resistance to humidity and corrosive gases. It can
withstand temperatures up to 1000 °C; it can hold samples of various sizes; it has a spring loading
system to press slightly on the sample for ensuring good contact; it has gas lines to supply inert
and corrosive gases, and humidified gases into the sample holders chamber were the sample sits;
it has internal wiring where one can connect BNC cables directly from the impedance analyzer
into its base; its base can be heated to 165 °C using a DC power supply to prevent condensation of
water vapor throughout the gas lines; thermocouple readers and voltmeters can be directly
connected to its base; it can act as a double chamber where a sample can be sealed in between for
different experiments like an actual fuel cell test, or an EMF experiment to find ionic transport
numbers; it has switches to use different grounding configurations according to the experiment
performed. This wide variety of capabilities made us decide to acquire this device for our
electrochemical AC impedance spectroscopy measurements. The Probostat has a stainless steel
base, and an alumina tube that makes it stand to a height of 75 cm. The alumina tube has 7 cm in
diameter.
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Illustration 3.6: The Probostat sample holder for impedance spectroscopy used.
For the high temperature necessity in our experiments, we acquired a vertical tube furnace
with a 7 cm bore and 50 cm length, made by Elite Thermal Systems Ltd (England). This furnace
has the capability of reaching 1100 °C, and is controlled by an Eurotherm 2216e temperature
control unit.
For the humidified atmosphere experiments, a gas line bubbles through a heated water bath
in a humidity box (Illustration 3.7, left). The input gas line is connected to an Ar gas tank that sits
next to the humidity box. The flow rate is controlled at the front of the humidity box. The gas then
flows through the water bath, which is heated by a heating element controlled with a Eurotherm
control unit on the front of the humidity box. The gas saturated with water vapor then flows on the
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Illustration 3.7: Complete impedance spectroscopy experimental setup.
top through a stainless steel gas line which is heated by a heating cord, from Brisk Heat company.
The heating cord’s temperature is controlled by a controller unit and set to 115 °C to keep the gas
lines hot to prevent condensation. Carbon fiber and aluminum tape are used to insulate the parts
of the tube that are exposed to air, also to prevent condensation. The amount of water vapor in the
gas is calculated according to the temperature of the water bath using standard tables. As the
water’s temperature is higher, gases that bubble through the water can hold more moisture. The
complete impedance spectroscopy measurement experimental setup can be seen in Ilustration 3.7.
The newer impedance analyzer, Solartron 1260 (Illustration 3.8), was acquired for its
superior resolution, sensitivity, and frequency range and it was used for all impedance
spectroscopy measurements in this work. The Solartron 1260 has a frequency range from 10 μHz
to 32 MHz with 0.015 ppm resolution. Although this impedance analyzer uses a single-sine
correlation technique, which according to the manufacturers, inherently removes the noise and
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harmonic distortion which plagues lesser instruments, instead of the auto-balancing bridge method,
it works under the same principle, i.e. it test the conductivity of the sample across its bulk, and
also the same electrical grounding precautions are recommended (connect the high current and
high voltage, as well as the low current and low voltage wires together as close to the sample as
possible to reduce residual impedance and noisy measurements).

Illustration 3.8: The Solartron impedance analyzer used in all IS experiments.
3.3.3 High Temperature Sealed Chamber for AC Impedance Spectroscopy Measurements
Impedance spectroscopy experiments on CDP (chapter sections 4.6 and 4.7) were
performed on a high temperature hermetically sealed chamber that was designed and assembled in
our laboratory. This piece of equipment consists of the following parts:
1. A 4-copper-wire feedthrough base with a 1.33” conflat flange made of stainless steel,
ceramic seals the feedthrough wires to prevent short circuit, the wires extend about 3 inches
on the outside, and about 5 inches on the inside part of the base (Illustration 3.9, 3.10, and
3.11). The base was manufactured by MPF Products, Inc.
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Illustration 3.9: Wire feedthough base with attached electrodes and alumina spacer ring.

Illustration 3.10: Top view of wire feedthrough base with attached electrodes and alumina ring.
2. 2 electrode tops that connect to the copper wires on the inside part of the stainless steel

base (Illustration 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11). Each electrode top is connected to a pair of wires.
One pair of wires connects to the high current and the high voltage terminals of the
impedance analyzer, and the other pair of wires connects to the low current and the low
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voltage terminals of the analyzer, as instructed by the basis of the impedance spectroscopy
technique mentioned above. The electrode tops are purchased by NorECs electroceramics.
3. An alumina ring is placed on top of the 4 feedthrough wires to serve as a pedestal for the
1.3 cm pellet tested, and to electrically insulate the sample under investigation. This
alumina spacer ring is slightly glued to the wires with silver paste (Illustration 3.9, 3.10,
and 3.11).
4. A metal spring coupled with a piece of glass is used on top of the pellet to lightly press on
the sample to ensure good contact between the electrodes and sample (Illustration 3.11).

Illustration 3.11: Wire feedthrough base holding a pellet sample, copper gasket, and glass
coupled with spring, sitting on top of the Probostat inner tube, ready for measurement.
5. A 1.33 inches copper gasket is used to create a hermetic seal that is capable of withstanding
high temperatures, ultra-high vacuum, and high pressure (Illustration 3.11).
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6. A stainless steel tube with a 1.33 inches conflat flange and a glass window (Illustration
3.12) is used to enclose the sample and connected to the feedthrough base. The metal tube
has a length of 2.5 inches and the glass window has a length of 0.5 inches. The inner
diameter of the tube is 0.68 inches. This part of the assembly was custom made by Larson
Electronic Glass.

Illustration 3.12: Conflat flange dome with glass window viewed from above.
The hermetically sealed chamber is small, and has a volume of approximately 15 mL. It is
placed on top of the inner Probostat tube, so that it can be coupled with the Probostat as an
additional device, and the whole impedance spectroscopy system can be controlled as usual
(Illustration 3.13).
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Illustration 3.13: High temperature chamber base sitting on top of Probostat’s inner tube and
connected to Probostat electrode wires.
3.4

METHODOLOGY

3.4.1 X-ray diffraction
The X-ray diffractometer is controlled by a computer using the High Score Plus software.
First, the water supply valves are open, and the cooling system is turned on, to prevent overheating
the X-ray source. The X-ray sourced is turned on and set at a low current. When the sample is a
powder, it is lightly packed in a disk sample holder that is in turn placed in the diffractometer.
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When the sample is in pellet form, since pellets vary in sizes, the XRK 900 reactor chamber is
used as a sample holder, since it can align the sample’s height to the appropriate geometry of the
goniometer through an auto-align program saved in the controlling software. Parameters of the Xray diffraction measurements, including 2θ range, temperature ramping rates and intervals, and
distance between angles measured were set using the computer software. These values were
chosen depending on the particular sample and experiment. Most measurements used 2θ range of
10 to 60°, and had a duration of about 20 minutes. Before the actual measurements were performed,
the current was increased to 35 mA.
Analysis of XRD data was performed using the computer software High Score Plus, which
has the capability of doing different type of fitting methods, like Le Bail, and Rietveld. XRD data
was plotted using the Origin Lab software.
3.4.2 AC Impedance spectroscopy
Silver-painted pellet samples were placed on top of the Probostat’s inner tube and
sandwiched between the platinum electrodes. Then the spring loading system was set to ensure
good electrical contact and prevent the sample from falling out of place. A thermocouple was
connected to the Probostat and to the furnace, and placed right next to the sample under testing.
Electrical connections were tested using a voltmeter to ensure continuity and acceptable resistance
(<1 ohm) from the impedance analyzer to the platinum electrode tops. Then, an alumina outer tube
was set to cover the top part of the Probostat, including the electrodes and the sample. The
Probostat was set on an adjustable pedestal below the vertical tube furnace in a way so that the
alumina cover tube would fit inside the furnace.
The temperature and ramping rate were controlled manually using the Eurotherm controller
on the front of the furnace, where both the temperatures from the thermocouple next to the sample
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and the thermocouple in the furnace were shown. After the temperatures were set, the impedance
measurement parameters were chosen using the computer software SMaRT. Frequency ranges
used varied depending on the sample response, but were usually between 1 and 1 MHz. The
frequency range was set to increase using a logarithmic scale, and 25 data points per decade were
usually used for good resolution. After analyzing the response of the first measurements, the
frequency range was split into two to prevent discontinuities in the data, as explained in the section
4.5.
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4. Results and discussion
4.1

X-RAY DIFFRACTION IN CSH2PO4 AT REGULAR ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
X-Ray diffraction was carried out in CDP samples in air at ambient pressure and humidity

and at room temperature, in order to identify the after-synthesis structure of the sample (Figure
4.1). The low-temperature peaks characteristic of the monoclinic phase of CDP were present and
the phase was clearly free of impurities. This proved the successful synthesis of CDP powder.
Further analysis via a LeBail fit confirmed the crystal phase to a monoclinic phase with lattice
parameters a = 7.912 Å, b = 6.383 Å, c = 4.880 Å, and β = 107.73°, and space group P21/m. The
inset in Figure 4.1 shows a three-dimensional model of the unit cell of monoclinic CDP with the
above-mentioned lattice parameters.

Figure 4.1: X-ray diffraction pattern of room-temperature after-synthesis CsH2PO4.
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Figure 4.2 shows the temperature evolution of the powder CDP sample as it was heated
from room temperature to 265 °C. We looked for the cubic phase of CDP under normal
environmental conditions (in air, ambient pressure and humidity) because one of the objectives of
this work is to stabilize the high conducting phase of CDP in such conditions, and as it is reported
by different research groups, the highly conducting behavior in this compound is due to a phase
transformation into the cubic phase. Boysen [16], Bronowska [18], Botez [20], and Yamada [17]
have each reported evidence of observation of the cubic phase having different experimental
factors, like large single crystals, high pressure, a humidified atmosphere, and a modified sealed
XRD sample holder. Although for short temperature and time intervals, the cubic phase of CDP
with space group Pm-3m was identified.

Figure 4.2: Evidence of the cubic phase of CsH2PO4 and subsequent decomposition upon heating
from room temperature to 265 °C.
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As the sample reaches 215 °C, reflections not pertaining to the monoclinic phase started to
appear at positions matching with peak positions of both a cubic and a pyrophosphate phase. At
235 °C the reflections corresponding to the cubic phase with space group Pm-3m reach its highest
intensity, and at 265 °C those reflections completely disappeared. These results demonstrate the
phase transitions from monoclinic to cubic to pyrophosphate, through which CDP dehydrates. The
short temperature range for the observation of the cubic phase poses a challenge in characterizing
the cubic “superprotonic” phase of this compound under ambient conditions.
4.2

IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY IN REGULAR ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The next step of this work was to make successful AC Impedance Spectroscopy

measurements and to search for evidence of the superprotonic behavior in CDP using this method.
The impedance behavior of CDP samples in air and under ambient pressure and humidity can be
seen in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, and Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.3: Impedance plot of CDP below the superprotonic transition temperature.
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In Figure 4.3, three intermediate temperature measurements displayed show that, although
the resistances are high, the resistance decreases as the temperature increases. As the sample is
heated above a temperature of 236 °C (Figure 4.4), the impedance behavior changes, the
semicircles become very small, and consequently the resistance reaches very low values. In this
plot, we can see the characteristic behavior of a dielectric, where semicircles represent the
relaxation phenomena, and the capacitive behavior of the electrodes describe at low frequencies
an almost straight line at approximately 45° with respect to the positive x-axis. Although the values
of resistance are much lower at 240 °C than at 220 °C, the DC resistance of the sample given by
the low frequency end of the semicircle is too high to reach the target 10-2 S cm-1 conductivity, and
therefore it was concluded that the sample did not achieve superprotonic behavior.

Figure 4.4: Impedance behavior of CDP above the transition temperature.
Subsequent heating of the sample to higher temperatures, resulted in the increase of the
resistance of the sample as it is shown in Figure 4.5. In this plot we can see that the semicircles are
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still present, and that they increase in size, and consequentially the resistance of the sample
increased as well. At the highest temperature measured, 275 °C, it is clear that the semicircles are
following a trend of increasing in size and that the resistance of the sample does not become
smaller. At this point that the sample is losing its conductive properties probably due to the known
decomposition chemical reaction: 2CsH2PO4 → Cs2H2P2O7 + H2O, as mentioned above, and
further analysis of the spent sample is presented below to investigate the composition of the sample
via XRD.

Figure 4.5: Increase in resistance with increase in temperature above the transition temperature
Tsp.
We continued to attempt to observe the superprotonic behavior with our IS setup by doing
more careful and faster data acquisition technique. Shown in Figure 4.6 are the IS spectra of the
pure CDP sample at temperatures below the superprotonic transition temperature. Again the
sample was measured while under air, and at ambient pressure and humidity. At a temperature of
200 °C, the resistance of the sample has a value of approximately 38 k, and continuously heating
the sample to 220 °C decreases its resistance to about 33 k. Further heating of the sample resulted
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in a transformation in the shape and position of the impedance spectra, which takes its final form
at around 236 °C.

Figure 4.6: Impedance behavior in CDP below Tsp.
Figure 4.7 shows impedance spectra that correspond to measurements taken at
temperatures above the superprotonic transition, namely 236, 238, and 240 °C, using a frequency
range from 6 MHz to 1 Hz. In these spectra, the capacitive semicircle characteristic of the
relaxation phenomena in dielectrics is not seen. Instead of said semicircle, an inductive curve,
which is due to unavoidable residual impedances contributed by the cables and components of all
of the impedance spectroscopy setup, is seen below the axis. Above the x-axis, the 45° straight
line characteristic of the capacitive behavior of electrolyte-electrode interface is seen for low
frequencies. The capacitive semicircles seen in previous experiments are not present in this one
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since according to Haile [7], the conduction process is so fast that it is out of the frequency range
used. As mentioned in the Theoretical Background chapter of this dissertation, the DC resistance
of the sample in this case is taken to be the x-intercept of the curve, and the sample is said to have
superprotonic behavior.

Figure 4.7: Superprotonic conducting phase observed in CDP under normal environmental
conditions.
Next, we proceeded to further heat the sample to higher temperatures to investigate the
range and stability of the superprotonic phase observed. As it was expected the superprotonic phase
soon started to transform into the semicircles characteristic of the dehydrated/decomposed CDP.
Figure 4.8 shows the transformation of the impedance spectra that starts from a superprotonic,
almost-straight line at 240 °C, and ends with a capacitive semicircle at 248 °C that can be
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extrapolated onto the x-axis, followed by a larger semicircle at 250 °C. This is evidence of a
decomposition of the sample that caused an increased in resistance.

Figure 4.8: Decomposition behavior of CDP observed in impedance spectroscopy measurements
under normal environmental conditions.
4.2.1 Dehydration/decomposition of CsH2PO4
After the sample had been heated and shown evidence of decomposition in the impedance
plots (Figure 4.8) we proceeded to analyze its crystal structure using XRD. Figure 4.9 (bottom)
shows the XRD pattern of CDP after it had been heated and decomposed. We can see clear
evidence of a crystal structure change, when compared to the RT monoclinic phase of unheated
CDP (top). This pattern (bottom) was indexed to the cesium hydrogen pyrophosphate
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orthorhombic structure and it proves the decomposition of CDP into a pyrophosphate as it lost
water during heating.

Figure 4.9: XRD patterns of room temperature CDP in the monoclinic crystal structure (top), and
CDP after being partially dehydrated from heating (bottom).
4.3

ENVIRONMENTAL AND CHEMICAL MODIFICATIONS IN CSH2PO4 MEASUREMENTS

4.3.1 Effects of Humidity on CsH2PO4
The first environmental factor subjected to investigation was the use of a humidified
atmosphere on the conductivity of CDP. Several research groups agree that a humidified
atmosphere is the most definite way to prevent the dehydration of CDP and to keep its conductivity
high for large intervals of time [14, 18, 23]. Figure 4.10 shows the impedance spectra of CDP
under a humidified atmosphere at temperatures below the superprotonic transition temperature Tsp.
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Figure 4.10: Nyquist plot of CDP under a humidified atmosphere below the transition
temperature Tsp.
It is evident that humidity did not have a significant effect on the conductivity of the sample
since the resistances below the sample have high values, in the tens of thousands of ohms.
However, at temperatures above Tsp humidity proved to have a significantly positive effect on
conductivity. After several attempts using our impedance spectroscopy experimental setup
connected to a humidity box, we observed the superprotonic spectrum at a temperature of 240 °C
shown in Figure 4.11. Interestingly, this finding happened in an accidental manner. Although
measurements followed consistent experimental parameters, including temperature of the water
bath, gas flow rate, and temperature ramping rate, accidentally omitting to close the gas supply
line that feeds the humidity box resulted in the successful achievement of the superprotonic
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conduction in CDP under a humid atmosphere. This accident resulted in a humidity with partial
pressure of water vapor of 0.38 atm being in a closed system with the sample; we called this
humidity without flow. The temperature was then raised to 260 °C to test the stability of the highly
conducting phase, and kept for several hours.

Figure 4.11: Nyquist plot showing the superprotonic conduction of CDP under a humidified
atmosphere.

Figure 4.11 shows the spectra taken at 260 °C which continue to describe superprotonic
behavior, but increase in resistance over time, specifically over 20 hours. As this finding was
expected and in agreement with other research, it represented a milestone in our research group,
reassuring we were doing things correctly, and an important step towards the stabilization of the
superprotonic phase of CDP.
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4.3.2 Effects of heterogeneous doping of CsH2PO4 with silica
Investigation of the effect of doping CDP with nano-silica on its conductivity under
ambient pressure and humidity showed that there is a strong improvement when compared to the
undoped solid acid. Figure 4.12 shows the temperature-resolved impedance spectroscopy spectra
of the sample made by heterogeneous doping CDP with 0.1 mol of nano-silica. In this Nyquist
plot, measurements below Tsp at 200, 210, and 220 °C show the semicircular curves describing the
relaxation processes of the bulk of the sample. Extrapolation of these semicircular curves onto the
Z’-axis gives resistance values, that although high, are not as high as values corresponding to the
undoped version of CDP.

Figure 4.12: Nyquist plot below the superprotonic transition of CDP doped heterogeneously with
nano-silica
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The resistance values were used, together with the dimensions of the pellet (surface area
of the electrodes and thickness), in the conductivity formula (2.3) to find the conductivity of the
sample at each temperature. As it was mentioned in the introductory chapter of this work, Otomo
[22, 25] has found that heterogeneous doping this compound with silica has the effect of increasing
the conductivity of CDP below the transition temperature Tsp (Illustration 1.8), which is the case
in our results. We then proceeded to further heat the sample to higher temperatures up to 275 °C.
As the temperature was raised over the transition temperature Tsp, the impedance spectra
transformed into the straight lines distinctive of superprotonic conduction shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: Superprotonic phase achieved above Tsp by mixing nano-silica into the CDP
samples.
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At a temperature of 240 °C we can see a straight line at an angle of approximately 45°
formed by frequency measurements ranging from 1 Hz to about 1 MHz that intersect the real
impedance axis at about 25 ohms. Subsequent measurements at higher temperatures, 260, and 275
°C that give resistances almost equal to that of the 240 °C data are evidence of the strong effect
that nano-silica has on the conductivity of CDP, namely a great improvement on the temperature
range stability of its superprotonic behavior.
4.3.3 Effects of homogeneous doping of CsH2PO4 with Rb
Impedance spectroscopy was used to investigate the effect on conductivity when replacing
0.1 moles of cesium for rubidium. Figure 4.14 shows the impedance behavior of the doped solid
acid at a temperature range of 190 to 245 °C. In Figure 4.14 (a), the impedance data taken at
temperatures of 190, 220, and 225 °C show the semicircles typical of proton conduction processes.
At the temperature of 190 °C, the semicircle described by squares can be extrapolated onto the Z’axis, giving a resistance of about 35 kohms; raising the temperature to 220 °C gives a smaller
resistance of about 30 kohms, and further heating to 225 °C gives an even smaller resistance of
about 25 kohms, values that are similar to those in the undoped version of CDP. Figure 4.14 (b)
data of three impedance spectroscopy measurements taken above the transition temperature Tsp.
The change in resistance is again significant, but a small semicircle which describes the relaxation
process is seen at high frequencies for all temperatures, feature which means an additional
resistance in the sample and that, by consequence, represents the lack of superprotonic
conductivity in the sample. One important observation is that this doped compound does not
achieve a superprotonic conductivity even at the high temperature measurements of impedance
spectroscopy. It is concluded that the doping of CDP with rubidium via homogeneous mixing does
not enhance the conductive properties of this solid acid.
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Figure 4.14: Impedance behavior of CDP homogeneously doped with Rb below (a), and above
(b) the superprotonic transition of CDP.
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4.3.4 Comparison of conductivities among various experiments
Conductivity vs temperature is plotted for samples under air, a humidified atmosphere,
heterogeneously doped with nano-silica, and homogeneously doped with rubidium in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Conductivity vs. temperature plot for CDP samples under the different
environments tested.
To have visual, and a wider understanding of the effects of the different modifications done
to CDP on its conductivity, conductivity vs temperature plots are commonly used in research
articles in this area. Such plots show the behavior over the whole temperature range under
investigation, and any features and anomalies among the different sets of data. In this case, Figure
4.15 shows the jump in conductivity distinctive of solid acids for all samples studied. The highest
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values of conductivity are achieved by CDP under a humidified atmosphere, and by CDP doped
with 10% mol of nano-silica. The silica-doped compound shows the most stability over
temperature, staying at values close to 10-2 S/cm for temperatures up to 275 °C, and the pure CDP
sample measured under air shows the worst stability, as its conductivity decreases to the order of
magnitude of 10-4 S/cm. The silica, a well-known desiccant, is probably maintaining a higher
amount of adsorbed water in the sample, preventing a high degree of dehydration.
4.4

IMPROVEMENT IN IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS
Technical improvements on the impedance analyzer experimental parameters allowed us

to obtain better looking data in experiments performed from this point forward. The discontinuity
seen in the top plot of Illustration 4.1 had been present on all measurements performed in this work
at temperatures below Tsp. Specifically, at exactly 1 MHz the program that controls the impedance
analyzer (Smart) changes automatically the current range under which it measures impedance.
Unfortunately, this also changes the internal resistance used to measure impedance, and if changed
before appropriate, it results in a discontinuity in the semicircles that describe the relaxation
phenomena. Although the change in current range would eventually have to occur (to protect
internal components in the analyzer and/or to avoid noisy data), the automatic mode of control
changes the current range sooner than it is appropriate to avoid the slight differences in impedance,
and therefore a discontinuity in the impedance spectra. Fortunately, this change in current range
can be controlled. The technical support department at Ametek, the company that sells the
Solartron impedance analyzer, explained to us this problem with the equipment, and showed us
how the current range can be fixed, and its change to a different value can be controlled by the
user, to avoid such discontinuities and to acquire publishable quality data. Illustration 4.2 shows a
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screenshot of the dialog box which is used to control the current range. The current range can be
chosen to change automatically, or as it can be seen highlighted in the screenshot, it can be fixed

Illustration 4.1: Nyquist plots before (top) and after (bottom) correcting the discontinuity in the
data observed below the Tsp.
at 600 micro Amps or other ranges. Additionally, the experiments must be taken in two
measurements of complimentary frequency ranges, where one frequency range at high frequencies
is used with a fixed current range (which avoids the discontinuity), and the complimentary
frequency range at low frequencies uses the auto-mode (to avoid noisy data). The current range
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that works best depends on the particular sample and experimental conditions. A couple of
measurements are usually done at low temperatures to find the appropriate frequency splitting and
the appropriate current range to use to avoid the discontinuity. After choosing the appropriate
parameters, continuous semicircles that describe more complete relaxation processes can be
acquired as seen in the bottom plot of Illustration 4.1.

Illustration 4.2: Screenshot of SMaRT software dialog box used to control the current range
responsible for discontinuity in the impedance data below Tsp.
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4.5

HIGH TEMPERATURE HERMETICALLY SEALED CHAMBER

4.5.1

AC Impedance spectroscopy and conductivity
Although researchers have achieved to stabilize the superprotonic phase of CDP using

different methods like using high pressure [16], and humidity [7], implementing these methods is
not very practical from the engineering perspective, therefore different methods of stabilization
are needed. Other studies, like the XRD study mentioned above by Yamada et. al. [17] show
evidence of a superprotonic cubic phase stable transition achieved without a humidified
atmosphere or high pressure; instead, such study uses a custom-made sealed chamber as a high
temperature sample holder of an X-Ray diffractometer. However, there are no impedance
spectroscopy studies in the literature that achieve a stable superprotonic phase in CDP in air,
without humidity or pressure. We have successfully measured impedance spectroscopy on a
sample inside a hermetically sealed chamber at temperatures up to 260 °C.

Figure 4.16: Impedance spectroscopy plot of CDP below Tsp measured inside of a hermetically
sealed chamber.
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Figure 4.16 shows the impedance spectra of CDP at temperatures below the superprotonic
transition, and inside a hermetically sealed chamber. Depressed semicircles typical of protonic
conductors were recorded and the corresponding resistance values observed were high (above 35
kohms), as expected at this temperature range (<Tsp). Above a temperature of 230 °C, CDP showed
a transition into a superprotonic phase, as shown in Figure 4.17. Temperatures of 230, 240, and
250 °C all show impedance spectra typical of superprotonic conduction, that correspond to
resistance values of about 11 ohms. Since the resistance of CDP in this experiment did not increase
as the temperature raised to 250 °C, the sample was left at that temperature for several hours to
study its behavior and stability under these conditions.

Figure 4.17: Superprotonic phase observed in CDP measured inside of a hermetically sealed
chamber.
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Figure 4.18 shows impedance spectra of CDP at 250 °C taken at 10-hour time intervals for
40 hours. Although the low frequency data of the spectra varies slightly in appearance, the
resistance values did not change over a period of 40 hours. This is clear evidence that the
superprotonic behavior of CDP was achieved and stabilized under air in a sealed chamber, without
a humidified atmosphere, and without high pressure.

Figure 4.18: Superprotonic phase of CDP remaining stable for 40 hours, while measured inside
of a hermetically sealed chamber.
In a different measurement, a pellet from the same batch of CDP was placed in the sealed
chamber, its temperature was raised to 260 °C (for comparison shown below) for 50 hours, and
impedance spectroscopy was performed on it. As it can be seen in Figure 4.19, at 260 °C the
superprotonic phase of CDP was also present and stable for up to 50 hours. The inset graph shows
the low resistance achieved in this sample, in this case 7 ohms.
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Figure 4.19: Superprotonic phase of CDP remaining stable at 260 °C for 50 hours when
measured inside a hermetically sealed chamber.
The resistance values extracted from the Nyquist plots were used to calculate the
conductivity of the sample that had been heated to 250 °C and plotted in a conductivity vs
temperature plot. Figure 4.20 shows the conductivity behavior against temperature of CDP in air,
inside a sealed chamber. In this figure, a four-order-of-magnitude jump in conductivity can be
seen; at low temperatures (<Tsp) the conductivity of the sample is in the order of 10 -6 S cm-1 and
above 230 °C the conductivity reaches values above the 10-2 order, which is the desired lower limit
of conductivity to have well-performing fuel cells.
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Figure 4.20: Conductivity vs. temperature plot of CDP measured inside a hermetically sealed
chamber, showing a four-order-of-magnitude jump in conductivity at Tsp.
The superprotonic conductivity stability over time of CDP at 250 °C was recorded and
plotted in Figure 4.21. The superprotonic conductivity of CDP stayed at values above 10-2 for 40
hours. This is the first time that the superprotonic conductivity phase of CDP has been stabilized
under normal ambient conditions of pressure and humidity, in air, in an impedance spectroscopy
study.
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Figure 4.21: Conductivity of CDP inside a hermetically sealed chamber during 40 hours.
4.5.2

X-Ray diffraction analysis
The samples were analyzed using X-Ray diffraction after being heated in the high

temperature hermetically sealed chamber. Since the solid acid electrolyte achieved a stable
superprotonic conductivity phase throughout this time interval without a change or degradation of
the impedance spectra and without a decrease in conductivity, we hypothesized that the sample
did not decompose into a dehydrated compound. Illustration 4.3 shows a CDP pellet cooled after
being heated for 40 hours at 250 °C. As opposed to measurements performed in open air, the pellet
was observed in good condition, it did not change in size, it did not present bubbles in its surface,
and the silver paint was scrapped off without effort. After the paint was scrapped off carefully to
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prevent damaging or peel off the surface of the pellet, X-ray diffraction analysis was performed
on the sample.

Illustration 4.3: CDP pellet cooling after being heated to 250 °C for 40 hours inside a
hermetically sealed chamber.
Figure 4.22 shows the XRD pattern of the CDP sample that had been heated to 250 °C for
40 hours, and its silver paint had been scrapped off carefully. The pattern was indexed to the
monoclinic structure with space group P21/m. It is evident that the sample did not suffer
degradation or chemical modification during the 40-hour time interval. Next, we proceeded to
subject a CDP pellet from the same synthesis batch to the same heat treatment; this time the pellet
was not painted. This was done to eliminate the possibility of the silver paint coat being responsible
of preventing the dehydration of the solid acid. Figure 4.23 shows the XRD pattern of the unpainted
CDP pellet, which was indexed to the monoclinic structure with space group P21/m. The unpainted
sample also retained its original structure and chemical composition. This shows that the sealed
chamber is capable of preventing dehydration, and maintaining the chemical composition of the
samples after being in the superprotonic conductivity phase for a significant amount of time.
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Figure 4.22: XRD pattern of a CDP pellet after being heated at 250 °C for 40 hours.

Figure 4.23: XRD pattern of an unpainted CDP pellet that had been previously heated to 250 °C
for 20 hours.
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4.6

CONDUCTIVITY STABILITY OVER TIME OF CSH2PO4 UNDER DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS
Conductivity stability over time of CDP under open air, a humid atmosphere, and under air

in a sealed chamber is shown in Figure 4.24. CDP samples were heated at similar rates, then kept
at 260 °C for several hours, and for comparison, the conductivities for the first 10 hours were
plotted. Even though all samples achieved superprotonic conductivity at least for a very short time
(as in the case of the sample under air, Figure 4.7, and 4.8), at the beginning of the comparison
both the samples under open air, and under humidity, show less conductivity than the sample in
air inside a sealed chamber, evidence that the former samples have degraded a certain amount after
being heated from Tsp to 260 °C.

Figure 4.24: Comparison of the conductivity stability in time of CDP under different
environmental conditions.
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On the other hand, at the beginning of the comparison the sample under air in a sealed
chamber shows the same high values of superprotonic conductivity as the ones achieved right
above Tsp. Such high values are maintained throughout the 10-hour interval without significant
difference. The sample measured under a humid atmosphere shows a decrease in conductivity to
values not much below 10-2 S cm-1 at the first hour, which is maintained for the time interval,
evidence of the significant success of humidity in conserving the conductive properties of CDP.
Lastly, the sample under open air shows a clear steady decrease in conductivity product of the
dehydration/degradation of the solid acid to values in the 10-5 S cm-1 order of magnitude.
4.7

IN-DOPED SNP2O7

4.7.1 After-synthesis X-ray diffraction
We successfully synthesized In-doped tin pyrophosphate in our laboratory. Figure 4.25
shows the powder diffraction pattern collected at T=50 °C of tin pyrophosphate doped with 0.1
moles of indium (Sn0.9In0.1P2O7) after synthesis. The solid line is a full profile (Le Bail) refinement
of the lattice parameters of the cubic Pa-3 unit cell (calculated intensities Icalc), the vertical bars
mark the angular positions of the Bragg reflections, and the lower trace in the difference curve
between the calculated and the observed intensities Icalc – Iobs. This refinement gave a precise value
of the lattice constant of the unit cell of Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 a=7.098 Å.
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Figure 4.25: XRD pattern of after-synthesis Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 powder sample fitted to the cubic
structure.
4.7.2 X-ray diffraction analysis of the InxSn1-xP2O7 series
Measurements and analyses were carried out on the InxSn1-xP2O7 series (doping levels
within the 0<x<0.18 range) using powder X-ray diffraction and Le Bail refinement. Figure 4.26
shows the temperature dependence of the lattice constant, obtained from full profile refinements
against x-ray diffraction data collected within the 50 °C < T < 250 °C range on Sn0.9In0.1P2O7
(x=0.1), SnP2O7 (x=0) and Sn0.86In0.04P2O7 (x=0.04) samples. In all three cases, the lattice
parameter increased linearly with the temperature, demonstrating that no phase transitions or
chemical modifications occurred in any of these materials within this temperature range.
Interestingly, however, the data show that, at all measurement temperatures, the lattice parameter
in the x=0.1 sample was ~0.25% greater that its x=0 and 0.04 counterparts.
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Figure 4.26: Temperature dependence of the lattice constant for three compositions of In-doped
tin pyrophosphate.
The effect of doping amount, x, for the series InxSn1-xP2O7 was investigated in samples under air
and at different temperatures. Figure 4.27 shows the “a vs. x” dependence measured on samples
kept in air at different temperatures: T=50 °C (upright triangles), T=100 °C (diamonds), T=150 °C
(inverted triangles), T=200 °C (squares), and T=250 °C (circles). The most significant feature of
these data is that, at all temperatures, the lattice constant exhibits a robust peak at x=0.1, i.e. for
Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 composition, which, as indicated above, is the material with the highest proton
conductivity within the investigated series. As previously reported [35], and confirmed by the
structural investigations presented here, In-doping does not appear to lead to major structural
alterations (e.g. phase modifications) for any value of x, and all the compounds within the Sn173

xInxP2O7

series are isostructural. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the enhancement of the

proton conductivity observed when 10% of the Sn atoms in SnP2O7 are substituted by In, is enabled
by subtle modifications in the crystal structure of the parent compound. In this context, the abovedescribed observation that the lattice parameter is larger at x=0.1 than at any other x value,
represents a first finding of such a modification.

Figure 4.27: Composition dependence of the lattice constant in the InxSn1-xP2O7 series measured
in air in the 50 – 250 °C temperature range.
Another key aspect here is that the “a vs. x” behavior exhibits a peak at x=0.1 for samples
measured in air, but this peak vanishes when the corresponding x-ray measurements are carried
out on InxSn1-xP2O7 pyrophosphates kept under an inert gas or vacuum atmosphere. This is shown
in Figure 4.28, where the data collected at different temperatures: T=50 °C (circles), T=150 °C
(diamonds), T=250 °C (triangles), on indium-doped tin pyrophosphates (x=0, 0.1, and 0.18) under
vacuum demonstrated that the value of the lattice parameter at x=0.1 did not differ (within the
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margin of error) from its x=0 and x=0.18 counterparts. This is significant, as the title compounds
do not contain protons in their native form (as opposed to other phosphate-based proton
conductors, such as CsH2PO4 and RbH2PO4). One important difference between the measurements
performed in air and the ones performed under vacuum (or under an inert gas environment) is the
presence of humidity in the former case. A small amount of water adsorbed onto the grain surface
and/or incorporated in the lattice would be consistent both with the proton conductivity
enhancement previously observed in In0.1Sn1-xP2O7 [35] and with the lattice constant modification
observed in this study at x=0.1.

Figure 4.28: Lattice constant dependence on doping amount for the InxSn1-xP2O7 series when
measured in vacuum.
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Figure 4.29: Rietveld refinement of Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 XRD data taken in air at 50 °C with inset
showing three-dimensional model of the cubic unit cell.
Figure 4.29 shows a Rietveld refinement against data collected at 50 °C on the
Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 compound within the 10 - 80 deg. detector angle (2) range. The solid line here
represents the best Rietveld fit, Icalc, the red crosses are the data, Iobs, the vertical bars are the
calculated angular positions of the Bragg reflections, and the lower trace is the difference curve
between the calculated and the observed intensities Icalc – Iobs. The fit converges to residual values
(χ2=15.8 and Rwp=13.5) upon the independent variation of 24 parameters. The inset to Figure 4.29
schematically shows the cubic (P a -3) crystal structure of the In0.1Sn0.9P2O7 (x=0.1) compound.
We have used similar measurements and analyses to determine the effect of In-doping on selected
tetrahedral O-O bond lengths and O-P-O bond angles in InxSn1-xP2O7 compounds.
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Figure 4.30 shows the values of these tetrahedral bond lengths and angles in the SnP2O7
(x=0) and Sn0.9In0.1P2O7 (x=0.1) samples at temperatures between 50 °C and 250 °C. The data
demonstrates that the O-O bond distances in the undoped compound, x=0 (filled triangles) change
little within the investigated temperature range and do not differ significantly from their x=0.1
counterpart (empty triangles). The O-P-O bond angles in the x=0 compound (filled circles) exhibit
a modest increase upon heating from 50 °C and 250 °C, whereas the corresponding bond angles
in the x=0.1 sample (empty circles) are slightly smaller and do not change with temperature.

Figure 4.30: Tetrahedral angles and distances plotted against temperature for SnP2O7, and
Sn0.9In0.1P2O7
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Overall, the tetrahedral distortion induced by In-doping of SnP2O7 does not appear to be
significant at any doping value, including x=0.1. This confirms that the isomorphism within the
InxSn1-xP2O7 series is preserved for all doping levels throughout the entire temperature range used
in this study. Consequently, based on these findings, it appears that the increase of the lattice
parameter, a, at x=0.1 is the only structural feature observed to set apart the Sn0.9In0.1P2O7
compound within the title series.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
The phase transition responsible for the superprotonic conductivity in CDP from
monoclinic to cubic, previously observed in synchrotron XRD experiments [20], was observed
under air and at ambient pressure in our X-ray diffractometer. The cubic phase was observed only
during a short interval of temperature, showing its highest intensity at 235 °C, and was completely
disappeared at 265 °C, proving its feasibility under normal conditions. AC impedance
spectroscopy experiments showed, indeed, that CDP achieves its superprotonic phase under air,
and without humidity and high pressure, but this was also for short intervals of temperature and
time, starting at about 230 °C, and ending at about 250 °C. Subsequent experiments confirmed that
humidity and silica-doping improves the conductivity and stability of CDP, while Rb homogenous
doping does not.
A novel device assembled in-house, namely our stainless steel, hermetically sealed high
temperature chamber, has demonstrated through impedance spectroscopy investigations that CDP
can become superprotonic, under air, without employing a humidified atmosphere, and without
using high pressure. We have achieved such superprotonic conductivity in CDP to values above
10-2 S cm-1 at temperatures between 230 and 260 °C, after a four-order-of-magnitude jump in
conductivity. Moreover, sealed in this device, the superprotonic conductivity of CDP has been
observed to maintain stable values above 10-2 S cm-1 for over 50 hours, and to keep its original
chemical composition after such lengths of time, according to our X-ray diffraction measurements.
This means that we have developed a successful method to stabilize the superprotonic conductivity
of CDP under air and without humidity or high pressure.
Lastly, XRD experiments have shown that the cubic phase with space group Pa-3 is present
for the complete series InxSn1-xP2O7 within the 0<x<0.18 range. More interestingly, Sn0.9In0.1P2O7,
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which is known to have improved proton conductivity over the InxSn1-xP2O7 series, shows a
significantly larger unit cell compared to the rest of the compositions in the series, when measured
under air, but not under vacuum or an inert gas, revealing that water vapor in air affects both the
conductivity and the lattice parameter a of tin pyrophosphate, especially for the composition
Sn0.9In0.1P2O7. Investigations on the tetrahedral bond angles and distances using Rietveld
refinements on the XRD data revealed that no major distortions happen with doping.
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